K9 TO 5 CONTRACT
Owner Name _____________________________

Current Issues

Dog’s Name _____________________________

Excessive Barking Y/N

Address__________________________________

Chewing

Y/N

City _________________Zip__________________

Digging

Y/N

Email Address_____________________________

Run Away

Y/N

Phone # ______________________

Food/Toy Possessive

Emergency Name/Number ________________

Play Bites

Y/N

Breed___________________ Spade/Neutered____________

Jumps

Y/N

Age_________ M/F __________

Housebroken?

Y/N

Vet’s Name_________________Number_______________

Listens ______% inside

Where did you get your dog?________________________

Listens ______% outside

Y/N

How long have you had your dog?____________________
# in Family__________Children’s ages_________________
Do you walk your dog?___________How far/long____________Often____________
Have you done any other training? If so where?_______________________________
How did you find Total Canine?____________________________________________
GOALS:________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
This agreement states term and conditions under which Total Canine (TC Training) will provide
training for you and your dog. The following terms must be agreed to prior to the start of
training. Where the name TC Training appears in this contract is to include Tina Carey.

❖ All training sessions will include training with the dog and owner. The owner
understands that the progress of training depends on him or her cooperating fully with
the trainer. If the owner fails to cooperate with the training, TC Training does not assure
ore accept responsibility for any action of the owner or the dog.TC raining is not
responsible for the actions of the dog or owner during or after the training.

❖ The dog must be under the complete control of its owner or handler at all times during
training. If the trainer is injured during training, as a result of negligence by the handler,
the owner will pay all medical cost. If at any time, the owner or handler fails to train the
dog as required by the trainer, all training will stop, further training will be cancelled
and all money previously paid will be forfeited. The trainer will determine the
negligence. Price shall be agreed upon before the start of training.

❖ The owner understands that all dogs are trainable to a different extent. The
ability to train the dogs to the desired level will depend on the factors such as
age, medical condition, genetics, drive, previous training, breeding, etc. TC
Training will make every possible effort to train your dog to its best possible
performance level, given these factors. The owner understands that their dog
may not reach the same level as other dogs trained by TC Training. In order for
any obedience courses to be a success, it is critical that the owner be willing to
incorporate the obedience commands into everyday life. The time and effort
that the owner invests into training will determine the success of the training.
❖ If during training, the owner stops or delay training for any reason or the dog
becomes ill; TC Training shall have the right to stop the training without being
liable to the owner. The owner shall pay any balance due when he or she
interrupts training or if the interruption is due to the illness of your dog. When
the problem is resolved, the dog’s training may be continued at no additional
cost. If the interruption in training is due to the illness of the dog, training will
resume only after a veterinarian verifies that the dog’s health will permit
resumption of training. The owner understands that an interruption in training

may have an adverse effect on the performance level of the dog. It may be
necessary to expand the training schedule in order to achieve the desired level of
performance. If such expanded training is desire, the owner could be charged for
the additional training time.
❖ If doing remote collar training, the dog(s) will spend week 1 learning basic
commands, then introduced to the remote collar by week 2. Owner understands
that it may take their dog(s) a couple weeks to become fully acclimated to the
remote collar. TC does not guarantee your dog to be off leash at the end of the
2-week session.
RULES, REGULATIONS & WAIVER
Injuries and Illness
Total Canine strives to provide your dog with excellent care and fun while training with us.
Although the dogs are supervised at all time during training, injuries can still occur, such as
scratches, cuts or sprained joints. Such injuries are rare, but they do happen at all day care/
boarding/training facilities. In addition, while infrequent, dogs can get into fights, even under
close supervision. Common areas or bites as a result of these fights are the snout, ears, tuft of
the neck and paws. However, even the friendliest of dogs can get into fights with very little
warning. Should a fight occur, you release Total Canine/FuzzFace and Friends from any
responsibility from injury or death. You also agree that Total Canine will not be liable for any vet
bills the dog(s) may need. YOU will be responsible for any damages your dog may sustain, and
any damage to the property of Total Canine and FuzzFace and Friends
In addition to injuries, it is possible for dogs to transfer illness such as upper respiratory
infections and kennel cough, even with the required vaccinations and boosters. This is just like
school for children where the flu or strep can be passed from child to child. Such illnesses do
not occur often and all dogs must have the necessary vaccinations at check in.

❖ Any interruption in training caused by or at the request of TC Training, the owner
will not be charged for any such delay or interruption, nor for any additional
training time needed over the above agreed upon schedule.

❖ The owner on behalf of himself or herself and any other person handling the dog
during training, herby waives any and all claims and causes of action he, she or

they may have and releases TC Training form any and all claims, damages and or
liability he, she or they may have or which may accrue during the course of
training or upon the training facility, including any injury or illness to the dog
which are caused by any factor whatsoever, including, without limitation, fire ,
disease, illness, virus, escape, theft, death or any other cause. Owner agrees to
indemnify and hold TC Training form any and all injury, claim, damages, awards
or cause of action which accrue as a result of any injury or damage caused by the
owner’s dog biting scratching clawing or otherwise attacking any other person or
animal. The owner shall be solely responsible for the health and physical
condition of the dog and specifically acknowledges such responsibility and
releases TC Training form any claim relating to the same.

❖ The owner understands that to maintain the dog’s peak performance, after the
scheduled training, it is necessary for the owner to continue to work with the
dog at home, as specified in training. All dogs trained by TC Training must be
properly licensed, show proof of current vaccinations and have not been
exposed to distemper, rabies, or parvo within the last 10 days.
❖ I have the right to post on FB any pictures, videos, etc. Which may or may not
have your dog in them for advertisement

The owner has read each condition stated above and agrees to all terms and conditions. The
owner’s signature represents full understanding and agreement with all stated conditions of this
contract. All payments are non-refundable. If you fail to sign, but relinquish dog to TC Training
for training, contract is STILL valid! THERE ARE NO REFUNDS FOR ANY REASON

__________________
Signature

_________________
Print name

______________
DATE

Paid by: Check_________ Cash_______ Credit Card_________

